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Featured Product –
Sheaffer Pens
We currently have an
excellent range of
quality Sheaffer pens
and significantly
reduced prices.
Pens normally retailing
for $54.95 are now
$39.95 and the $39.95
pens are on sale for a
ridiculous $19.95.

As this months featured
product, bring in your
newsletter and receive
a further $2.00 off each
pen.

Easter Colouring Competition
Congratulations to Daniel Vido from
St Edmund’s College (Primary) and
Rori Pryor from St Bede’s Red Hill
(Infants) on winning our Easter
Colouring Competition.

winners from all the wonderful entries
received.

A big thank you to all the kids who
entered and the school s that supported
this competition. Their pictures certainly
Judges Bridie and Rianna had a very gave the shop an Easter feel during the
difficult time in selecting the
holiday period.



From June 1 all paper deliveries and
Accounts will be processed through
our new point of sale system.
‘What a relief I hear you say.’
How will this impact on you?
 You account will look different;
 We will need some tolerance if
there are some small issues with
deliveries – I have printed the run
from both computers for the run
on both systems for the last week
so the data is correct but the new



look run sheet will take a bit of time
for the drivers to get used to;
All accounts will be generated on the
1st of each month for the previous
month;
No one will receive 2 types of
accounts anymore, magazines, papers
and shop stock will all be charged
through the one system.
Due to a combination of legislation
and a new delivery charge structure
the weekly amount of a lot of accounts
will change. However, the good news
is that in most cases there will be a
slight decrease (most unusual in these
times).

If there are any issues during this transition
period then please do not hesitate to contact
me.
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Your favourite NDC
titles on sale this
month:

The shop is continuing to evolve. A few weeks ago we spent a very long night
laying the carpet in the shop. This was a terrible job but one that has made a big
difference. I think it will pay for itself in reduced electricity charges in just a
few years. We have hardly had to turn on the heater so far this year!!.
Our new Newspower signage, Henderson signage and Quill Cardboard stands
have all contributed to freshening up the whole shop.
We really appreciate all the positive comments we have received from
customers.




$2 Jackpot Lottery is
around $6 million
$5 Jackpot Lottery is over
$2 million

Saturday June 20 is the next $20 000 000
draw. Why not consider joining a syndicate
and increasing your chances.
These big draws often result in informal
syndicates being formed at work. This can be
a messy process. Drop and see me and I can
give you some assistance in doing this or
even organize it for you. A great way to build
staff morale.
Don’t forget that once you purchase a Lotto
ticket you are eligible to play Lotto Strike any
day that week. Don’t know how? Just ask.
If you want to talk to someone who can help
with information, counseling and referral,
call Lifeline’s Gambling Centre on 131 114

Important Notice
I have been saying this for a while now but
we are definitely getting very close to a full
change over to the new POS.
It will be vital when this occurs that any
customers that subscribe directly to Fairfax
Media for their Sydney Morning Herald or
Financial Times or to Nationwide News for
their Australian or Telegraph that they
notify them as well as us when they are
going away and want deliveries stopped.
This will ensure that both our records are
accurate for when subscriptions expire.
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